Department of Health Science

Community Fieldwork Handbook
General Agency Information

AGENCY NAME: University of Maryland Medical Center, R Adams Cowley Shock Trauma Center, Trauma Survivors Network

AGENCY ADDRESS: 110 South Paca Street
Box 56
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

AGENCY TELEPHONE: 410-328-1375
FAX: 410-328-3805

Web Page/URL: http://umm.edu/programs/shock-trauma/patients/survivors-network

Geographic Areas Served: R Adams Cowley Shock Trauma Center in-patient population

Supervisor(s):

Name: Frances M. H. Grissom
Title: BSN, RN, R Adams Cowley Shock Trauma Center Trauma Survivors Network Coordinator
Email: fgrissom@umm.edu
Phone: 410-328-1375

Name: Tara Reed-Carlson
Title: MS, RN, Business Development Manager
Email: tcarlson@umm.edu
Phone: 410-328-7347

AGENCY GOALS & OBJECTIVES:

To provide real-time and appropriate resources and programs to assist in meeting the dynamic and diverse psychosocial recovery needs of trauma patients and their families as they transition throughout all phases of recovery and move along a continuum of quality care.
DEPARTMENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES:

Provide, organize and implement quality programs and resources designed to enhance patient-centric and self-management based psychosocial support throughout every phase of recovery and each individuals' journey toward “the new normal.”

To help patients and families rebuild their lives after a serious injury.

CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK REQUIRED? Yes  x  No ___

INTERNSHIP INFORMATION (How might your organization use and improve a health education student’s skills and knowledge?):

Use of Health Education Student skills and knowledge:

Planning – assisting with the assessment of trauma patients’ readiness for participation in TSN programs.
Implementation – assisting with the coordination of TSN specific programs.
Evaluation – assisting with the evaluation of patient and family utilization of and satisfaction with TSN specific programs and any needed planning and implementation modification.

Improvement of Health Education Student skills and knowledge:

Through active and engaged participation in the above listed, a Health Education student will expand and refine their academic community health based knowledge with a goal of establishing a solid career foundation.

INTERN INFORMATION (What are the skills and qualities you seek in an intern?):

Willing to learn
Personable
Dependable
Honest
Out-going
Time efficient
Open-minded
Non-judgmental

OTHER INFORMATION (Parking problems? Need for night/weekend availability? Things a student should know before an interview?):

Monday – Friday, 8:00am – 4:30PM, occasional evening obligations

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM.
PLEASE RETURN VIA EMAIL TO: kgould@towson.edu
IF ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL ME AT
410-704-5937